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Breath of the wild dlc ancient mask

This guide attempts the DLC side, Ex Treasure: Ancient Mask, in Zelda Legend: Breath of the Wild. Read on to learn how to start trying and where to find Majora's mask. A large map off the magazine is the location of Giver Misko's ex-magazine wrecking outpost location to begin this effort, head to the wrecky outpost east of the Great Plateau Tower. Looking
for EX Misko magazine sitting on a table in one of the ruined buildings. Head to the ruins of The Colmo Barracks digging up the former Treasure Guide Chest Goals 1 Big Head To Colmo Barracks Head Wreck to the ruins of The Colmo Garrison located on the shores of Lake Colomo, north of the Great Plateau Tower.Nearest Shrine:oman Au Shrine Guide
Targets 2 Large Dig Up Chest Treasure Ex-Check Wall Exterior West Entrance for half buried treasure chest. Use Magnesis on it to dig up ex treasure chest. enlarge the chest to get Majora's mask. Wearing this mask allows links to approach certain enemies without getting attacked. This is very useful early in the game, especially in master mode. The text
entry of the attempted clear ancient mask lies in the ruins where soldiers are collected. From there, the waters of Lake Colomo are visible. Back to the list of Quests BotW side quests quests main types of quests side quests DLC Quests All BotW Quest Walkthroughs comments on an article or go here. Where to find any new masks and outfits added as part
of the first DLC package. Zelda: Breath of wild DLC 1 treasure place is one of the core additions to the first part of the game's season pass. Any outfit or mask - Tingle, Majora Mask, Ghost and Midna - is inspired by a previous Zelda game, each offering adding unique abilities when the link wears them. And also below us Zelda: Breath of the Wild DLC 1:
Master Trial Guide, with help in place of travel medals and Korok mask location. And if you're after help for your original game, then consult our Zelda: breath of wild walkthrough and guide. When you start Zelda: Breath of wild DLC 1, the disembodied sound will give you a series of side quests. Four of these quests - which start with EX treasure - all have
clues starting from the same place in the wreck of the outpost, so let's head there first. The outpost ruin is directly east of the start of the Great Plateau area, and just south of the forest time.Fast travel to the Great Plateau Tower and lying down the east. Inside the largest building to the south, head inside and find books on the table, and read to learn about
clues for the eight endless works inside. To get any masks or outfits, travel to the location they point out, and find the chest of the sunken treasure in that area. Magnesian shows it as a bright pink figure, then use to pull it out to make it yours . It's worth nothing that while each item gives you bonus effects, none of them can be upgraded, making them novelty
items that are useful in the initial game, but scratching against armor is not entirely an upgrade you may upgrade after yourself. Tingle first appeared as a map salesman in the N64 Adventure Mask Majora, but is probably well known for his appearance in Wind Waker, using Tingle's 'Tuner Tuner' if you belong to an advanced boy game. There are three parts
to find this outfit. Effect: If you wear all three pieces of Tingle outfit, you will have a speeding effect into the night, allowing you to sprint faster at night. Location clues: The green clothes of a man who wished to be fairy are hidden in the ruins of Highville Square. In the ruins where the sinners were imprisoned... And in the village the ruins next to the farmland
where many people once gathered. Top mention on three cases in the central Hyrule area. Tingel Hood: Head to the ruins of The Exchange, which is just south of Windvane Meadows in the southern part of central Hyrule. We quickly traveled to the Kam Yatak shrine, then traveled to the south-east. Once there, there is a chest buried on the east side
containing the hood - the use of Magnesis destroys it. Tingel shirt: This is in Castletown Prison, the big island west of Hyrule Castle. (This is the same island as the Shrine of Noya Yana, if you open that). This is another case of opening a sunken chest using Magnesis, but beware of the Guardian patrolling nearby. Tingel tights: This is in the ruins of the village
of Mabe, which is just left of the ruins of the range and the south-east ruins of the sacred land. In the southern part of the ruins is a dead guard on some water; from the right angle with magnesis you can see the chest buried below. Pull it out and the tights are yours. Effect: Equip these minor enemies (Bucobins, Moblins and Stals) to see a link waiver,
allowing you to wander past unheded, which can be useful for those who want to avoid fighting. Location clues: The ancient mask lies in the ruins where the soldiers gathered. The chest is visible in the ruins of The Colomo Garrison, which is located on the shore of Lake Colomo, which is a very short distance northeast of the Great Plateau start zone. We
recommend a quick trip to the Oman Au Shrine (Magnesis trial) and a head-over, where the structure is visible. theres no need to go in when you get close . On the southern side is a corner with buried treasure chests. Use Magnesian to lift it off the ground, then open it to get the Mijra mask. Phantoms was a knight appearing on the adventures of DS Ghost
Hourglass and soul song, the latter of which saw Zelda holds to help When the dungeon creeps. Effect: Wearing all three pieces of ghost armor increases the power of the link attack, which can be useful for dispatching enemies faster, assuming that you are happy to opt out of defenses may give you an increase in other pieces of armor (such as midna
masks, discussed below). Location clues: Armor worn by intense phantoms, feared even by heroes, is hidden in the ruins of Hyrule Square. Find these pieces on the battlefield where brave souls test their skills... In the ceremonial grounds where royal guards are honored... And in the ruins where Hiroil's soldiers gathered, these clues point to three locations
within the central Hyrule region. Ghost hat: Inside the ruins of the Colosseum, which is just west of the stable countryside. The breasts inside themselves are ruins, in the northwest corner, against the wall. Seemingly easy enough, but there are white Lynel chasing near (!) that you have to be careful about. However, if you save right outside the ruins on the
north side, where you can walk in, try and sneak hugging the wall and you can avoid it. (And then travel fast away as soon as the chest opens. ghost armor: head to the sacred ground ruins, which is a fountain-like structure south of Hyrule Castle and Hyrule Castle ruins the town. : Breath of wild walkthrough and steps guide to complete the game's main
quests – including Divine Beasts Vah Rota, Vah Rudiana, Vah Medoh and Vah Naboris - and as well as how to find the Master Sword, Hylian Shield and all Captured Memories locations and Great Fairy Fountain locations, while our Shrines locations and Shrine maps hub explains where to find and solve every puzzle room, including dragon places. We also
have advice on how to beat the guards, where to get easy rupees, horse ummass, find out how to get cold resistance, fire resistance and heat resistance, and learn the most effective means of cooking with ingredients for bonus effects. We also have a DLC Guide 1 and DLC Guide 2, including All Tingle, Majora Mask, Ghost, Midna Outfit Location. Meadna
was a central character in Twilight Princess's Wii and GameCube (and later Wii U) adventure, and this DLC allows the link to wear her mask. Effect: Mask equip adds guardian resistance to link defenses, which come in handy when facing guards. Location clues: The Twilight Princess, who delivers her stories alongside the twilight hero stories... His helmet
can be found in the ruins of the temple soaked in the waters of the Regencia River. This chest is sunk in the ruins of the Sage Temple, on the western edge of central Hyrule, in particular Mount Satory and the giant forest are flooded in an area. The chest is in the northwest corner, next to a Claymore Rosty and Rostede. The ruins are filled with lightning-firing
enemies, which can quickly overwhelm you, so we recommend as around the western edge and approaching from there for a better chance of survival. Even if you are already hunting down eight pieces of new equipment, there is still much more to find. Our Zelda: Wild DLC Ego 1: Master Trial Guide explains what's left, while we also place plates on the
Travel Medal and place korok masks. Happy hunt! Buy Zelda Legends: Wild Breath from Amazon [?] FlagView HistoryEX Treasure: Ancient Mask is one of DLC's side attempts at the legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild. Gain majora mask links by completing this DLC side attempt. The Heryl royal family collected significant clothes historically, but were stolen
by a bandit named Mysco. One of the stolen items was an ancient mask. There is a magazine that places this treasure somewhere in the ruins of the outpost.The ruins of the outpost are found because of the east of the Great Plateau Tower. Warp to the Great Plateau Tower and Paraglid East to the ruins of the outpost. head for the southernest walls . Along
the wall behind a broken bookshelwn with an open magazine on top. Read all the notes inside for the following DLC Quests side updates: Video GuideMisko leaves the following note about the ancient mask: the ancient mask lies in the ruins where the soldiers are collected. Lake Colomo is found north of the Great Plateau Tower in the central Hyrule region.
Nearby are the ruins of The Colomo Waiter on the southeastern edge of Lake Colomo. Outside the walls are a small stack of rubble. The use of magnesis to pull the treasure chest out of the ground contains a Majora mask. Mask.
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